Your Budget Has Been
Slashed! Now What?
Lee Ann Lambdin, FACHE, SVP, Healthcare Strategy, Stratasan

About Me
▪ Administrative Residency, 18 months – mid-size community hospital
▪ VP of the copy machine – large integrated health system, 6 months
▪ Director of Strategic Planning, then VP of Strategy and Business Development for
same large integrated system, 11 years
▪ Director of Strategic Planning, then VP of Consulting Services for hospital
management company, 8 years with 3-month stint as interim CEO of a CAH in
rural Nebraska
▪ Strategic Planning Consultant, 18 months – large health system
▪ SVP, Healthcare Strategy, Stratasan, 9 years

I am you

Agenda
1. Impact of COVID on your organizations. Informal survey and discussion.
1. How can growth departments rebound from such challenges, often with no
additional resources?
1. Entrepreneurial Approach – 5 Tips and 2 Tools to address #2
a. Tool 1 – OKRs
b. Tool 2 – Resilience Toolkit
c. Bonus resource
2. Q and AA (attempted answers)

Learning Objectives
How to:
1. Set new priorities and refocus after budget reallocations or
greater demands on existing resources
2. Succeed in the midst of challenging dynamics, often with no
additional resources
1. Keep an entrepreneur’s mindset: automate more, focus priorities,
and tap into internal resources

The COVID-19 Impact
▪ Reorganized strategic direction of hospitals everywhere
▪ The impact:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Budget cuts
Resource reallocations
Shifted priorities
Layoffs or staffing moves

▪ Traditional strategic plans were set aside and the focus turned to helping COVID
patients, raising awareness, testing, and vaccinations

How COVID-19 Impacted You
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How many of your facilities experienced budget cuts?
How many of your facilities experienced budget reallocations?
Furloughs? Layoffs? Hiring freezes?
How many of you had to reallocate staff?
How many of you now have distributed workforces?
How many of you launched a new service line, location, clinic, etc. during 2020?
Did anyone implement a new EMR during Covid?
How many of your hospitals have implemented vaccination mandates?
Was this the most significant event in your work lives?

The COVID-19 Impact: Client Hospitals
▪ Client 1
▪ Reallocation of resources and staff to address COVID education
▪ Focus not on growth, but COVID-education and vaccinations
▪ Implemented new EMR – Epic with no Epic staff on-site – home made training
videos
▪ Lost staff to agencies
▪ Focus on communication with providers

The COVID-19 Impact: Client Hospitals
▪ Client 2
▪ Reallocation of resources and staff to address COVID issues
▪ Focus not on growth, but COVID-treatment
▪ Whole new roles for Manager, Business Development, Marketing, and Customer Experience
▪ Traffic Controller
▪ Condolence Coordinator
▪ Marketing shift – used budget for PPE, ran ads – “Don’t wait if you’re having a heart attack or
stroke, it’s safe to come here.”

▪ Lost about 15% of nurses – either quit or became traveling nurses
▪ Trust issues

The COVID-19 Impact: Client Hospitals
▪ Client 3
▪ Reallocation of resources and staff to address COVID-19 education
▪ Focus not on growth, but COVID-education
▪ Served as primary trusted source of health information and guidance in the
community; served role of public health
▪ Lost lots of $$

The COVID-19 Impact: Client Hospitals
▪ Client 4
▪ Focus not on growth, but COVID-priorities
▪ Top leadership took pay cuts
▪ All construction not begun was put on hold
Creativity

▪ Universal
▪ No travel (where would we go?)
▪ Growth in telemedicine
▪ Shift to COVID education and treatment

Why am I here?
How can growth departments rebound from
such challenges, often with no additional
resources?

Moving Forward
Add Image
The idea:
Staying strong in uncertain times, keeping an eye on the future

Or not

Source: www.despair.com

Adaptability in the Face of Challenge
▪ It’s true, COVID has been unlike anything our healthcare system has seen in
recent history
▪ But staying nimble and adaptable in the face of challenges is something many
veterans know how to do well
▪ Experienced leaders are accustomed to making adjustments when there are
population changes, budget reductions, natural disasters, or higher demands on
the same few resources

How Growth Departments Rebound
How can teams prioritize planning and marketing strategies after significant
changes to the operating environment and in the face of uncertainty?
Entrepreneurial tips for how to:
1. Shift Focus / Reorganize Priorities
2. Risk / Reward Calculations
3. Automate
4. Creativity
5. Compassion
6. Use Tools to Help (2 provided)

The Entrepreneurial Approach
Image
The idea:
Staying scrappy and innovative, even as a bigger organization

The Entrepreneurial Approach - Experiences
Enduring hard times.
▪ Stratasan’s stories –
▪ Losing 40+% revenue when company was 4 years old due to M&A of clients
▪ Growth planning halted; maintenance mode
▪ March 2020 – 12.5% of expense cuts planned mainly salaries/people (Never implemented)
▪ Fully-distributed workforce
▪ Shifting client priorities
▪ Launched a new product
▪ Planned for 12.5% expense cut

The Entrepreneurial Approach – #1 Shift focus/reorganize priorities

Focus: Smaller teams won’t be able to accommodate all the work they did in the past.
Leadership must provide guidance on where to focus.
▪ If leadership doesn’t, you take control and recommend focus areas
▪ Move into maintenance mode – stop forward movement
▪ Implement a hiring freeze and avoid layoffs at all costs
▪ Determine which service lines have the biggest impact; for a time, they may be the only areas
that can receive significant marketing support

▪ Use your differentiators effectively
▪ Ask lots of open-ended questions of providers and staff; they will help you figure out
your next steps

The Entrepreneurial Approach – #2 Risk/reward calculation

Risk/reward: Make risk/reward bets, make some guesses, you don’t know what’s
going to happen.
▪ Opportunities present themselves – be ready
▪ Take an iterative approach to change: make meaningful progress with incremental changes
▪ Start with lower risk opportunities and build
▪ Fail fast, learn quickly, course correct and move on
▪ Consider opportunities for partnerships that were not previously available

The Entrepreneurial Approach – #3 Automate

Automation: find ways for ongoing reports to be updated automatically. This frees
up team members as busywork is being handled by software.
Client story: automation accelerated around COVID

▪ Daily staffing, bed capacity, census reports
▪ Business reporting that will update when new data is available:
▪ Quarterly market share reports
▪ Monthly statistical reports
▪ Project management
▪ Wrike
▪ Trello

The Entrepreneurial Approach – #4 Creativity

Creativity: With a smaller team or less budget, cultivating the best ideas from staff
and others in the industry can help.
▪ Consider new ways to grow and expand capabilities of the team
▪ Nominate a big picture thinker - someone who will plan for when the impossible becomes possible
▪ Cross-train and share expertise across the team and outside the team
▪ Activate brainstorming exercises with post-its
▪ Solicit ideas from all levels of the organization and the community
▪ Don’t assume that something will work post-covid that worked pre-covid

The Entrepreneurial Approach – #5 Compassion
Compassion: Foster a culture of compassion in the organization. Employees and team
members are people with lives, families, hobbies, interests, joys and struggles.

▪ Get to know colleagues better.
▪ Begin each departmental meeting sharing one personal accomplishment and one business
▪

accomplishment.
Hold 15-30 minute “get to know you” sessions, “donuts”

▪ Offer to help a co-worker
▪ Celebrate events – weddings, births, promotions
▪ Notice mental well-being
▪ Show you care – deaths, divorce
▪ Praise in public
▪ Shoutouts
▪ Encourage constructive feedback for improvement
▪ Work through challenges together
Source: https://www.happiness.com/magazine/personal-growth/show-compassion-at-work/ and Stratasan practices

The Entrepreneurial Approach

Two Tools

Two Entrepreneurial Tools
In addition to the previous tips, here are two tools you can research and use in your
organization or department.
1. Objectives and Key Results (OKRs)
2. The Resilience Toolkit (7 suggestions)

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs)

Doerr, John, Measure What Matters, Penguin Random House, 2017. https://www.whatmatters.com/get-started/

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs)
Objectives
▪
▪
▪
▪

What we plan to do
Directional
Ambitious and make you uncomfortable
Rallying point for the team

▪ Win the super bowl might be a good objective for the Tennessee Titans.

Doerr, John, Measure What Matters, Penguin Random House, 2017.

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs)
Key Results
▪

How we get there

▪

Specific, time-bound, verifiable, and measurable

▪

Measures and milestones that show progress

▪

3-5 measures that matter the most per objective

▪

They work together; if we meet all of our KRs, then meet the objective

▪

Focusing point for the organization on measures that matter

▪

Use them in meetings week after week to get a sense of progress to surface the right conversations

▪

Inputs, Outputs and Outcomes

▪
▪
▪

Inputs – things you can control such as website launches, open clinics
Outputs – things you produce. Performance benchmark, desired results embedded in it. Not subjective, so you know progress.
Outcomes – describe the changes you’re trying to make. Return customers, improvements in physical health.

Doerr, John, Measure What Matters, Penguin Random House, 2017.

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs)
Best Practices
▪ Top down (trickle) AND bottom-up (folks on the ground can influence company OKRs),
AND side-to-side
▪ FLEXIBILITY: you can change it, delete it
▪ Create an environment that values and emphasizes OUTPUT. Avoid the activity trap.
Stressing OUTPUT is the key to increasing productivity; while looking at activity
can result in just the opposite.
▪ It’s ok to go slow. It takes most companies 4-6 quarterly cycles to get this right.
▪ Align them horizontally AND vertically
▪ Create an OKR of successfully executing OKRs (!!!)
▪ Less is more (3 good ones versus 5-7 weak ones)
Doerr, John, Measure What Matters, Penguin Random House, 2017.

Objectives and Key Results (OKRs)
Head Coach
OBJECTIVE
Win Super Bowl
KEY RESULTS
1. Passing attack amasses 300+ yards per game
2. Defense allows fewer than 17 points per game
3. Special teams unit ranks in top 3 in punt return coverage

Offensive Coach

Defensive Coach

OBJECTIVE
Generate 300-yards-per-game passing

OBJECTIVE
Give up fewer than 17 points a game

KEY RESULTS

KEY RESULTS

1. Achieve 65% pass completion rate

1. Allow fewer than 100 rushing yards per game

2. Cut interceptions to fewer than 1 per game

2. Increase number of sacks to 3+ per game

3. Hire new quarterbacks coach

3. Develop a Pro Bowl cornerback

Doerr, John, Measure What Matters, Penguin Random House, 2017, 82.

Special Teams Coach
OBJECTIVE
Improve to top 3 ranking for punt coverage
team
KEY RESULTS
1. Allow fewer than 10 yards per punt return
2. Block 4+punts over the season

Resilience Toolkit

Source: Suarez, Fernando F and Juan S. Montes, “Building Organizational Resilience,” Harvard Business Review, November-December 2020: 47-52.

Approaches to Work
Routine
(Scripted work processes)

Rules of Thumb/Educated Guess
(that help simplify decision-making)

Improvisation
(spontaneous, ad hoc responses
to a problem or opportunity)

Exa
mpl
e

“Follow this checklist for marketing
requests.”

“Prioritize CEO requests in a
crunch.”

“Stop all elective procedures
starting next week to make room
for Covid patients.”

Best
Whe
n

You’re in familiar territory.

You need to make decisions faster
than usual; existing routines aren’t
effective.

You’re on uncharted ground with a
high degree of uncertainty.

Con
text

The environment is stable.

Key assumptions remain valid;
decision-makers understand the
problems they encounter.

Key assumptions no longer hold;
decision-makers need to
experiment to figure out what will
work.

Modified from: Suarez, Fernando F and Juan S. Montes, “Building Organizational Resilience,” Harvard Business Review, November-December 2020: 47-52.

Kangshung Face of Mt. Everest

By Debasish biswas kolkata - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=46637445

Climbing New Route to Everest

Exa
mpl
e

Routine
(Scripted work processes)

Rules of Thumb
(that help simplify decision-making)

Improvisation
(spontaneous, ad hoc responses
to a problem or opportunity)

Base camp routines

Setting ropes on a treacherous
4,000 foot wall of rocks and ice

Death zone Hillary Step climb,
roped together

The first climber on the rope calls
the shots

Decided on the spot to drop the
ropes and climb separately

Team leader had final word on the most
important decisions

Best
Whe
n

You’re in familiar territory

You need to make decisions faster
than usual; existing routines aren’t
effective

You’re on uncharted ground with a
high degree of uncertainty

Con
text

The environment is stable

Key assumptions remain valid;
decision-makers understand the
problems they encounter

Key assumptions no longer hold;
decision-makers need to
experiment to figure out what will
work

Modified from: Suarez, Fernando F. and Juan S. Montes, “Building Organizational Resilience,” Harvard Business Review, November-December 2020: 47-52.

Hospitals in Spring 2020
Routine
(Scripted work processes)

Rules of Thumb
(that help simplify decision-making)

Improvisation
(spontaneous, ad hoc responses
to a problem or opportunity)

ER processes for managing patients

ERs overrun with patients

Hospital overrun with patients,
lack of resources, ICU beds, PPE

Scripted, but could be modified, take
temps outside the ER

Quick decisions on triage, who got
beds, sent to other hospitals, treat
and released

Best
Whe
n

You’re in familiar territory

You need to make decisions faster
than usual; existing routines aren’t
effective

You’re on uncharted ground with a
high degree of uncertainty

Con
text

The environment is stable

Key assumptions remain valid;
decision-makers understand the
problems they encounter

Key assumptions no longer hold;
decision-makers need to
experiment to figure out what will
work

Exa
mpl
e

Modified from: Suarez, Fernando F. and Juan S. Montes, “Building Organizational Resilience,” Harvard Business Review, November-December 2020: 47-52.

Mask reuse, repurposed floors to
ICUs, tent hospitals, sharing
ventilators

Resilience Toolkit
1. Analyze which tools you use to get different chunks of work done
2. Question the assumptions behind your routine
3. Practice doing more with less
4. Deepen your knowledge of how your work fits into the whole
5. Invest in building expertise
6. Identify your priorities
7. Learn to give up control

Source: Suarez, Fernando F. and Juan S. Montes, “Building Organizational Resilience,” Harvard Business Review, November-December 2020: 47-52.

One Last Resource
Armored versus Daring Leadership Podcast from Brené Brown part 1
▪ Daring Leadership:
▪ Values learning and curiosity over knowing, “I don’t understand” is ok
▪ Asks smart, strategic questions, framing curiosity
▪ Asking for help is normalized and expected of everyone
▪ Lean into vulnerability and skill up for difficult conversations (don’t tap out)
▪ Normalize discomfort and vulnerability
▪ Talk to people not about people; stay in your values
▪ Clear, honest feedback is kind; ignoring issues is not kind
▪ Address difficult behavior, performance and feedback; feedback is expected
▪ Feedback as closely to the time of the event as possible
▪ Leads from a place of empathy, accountability and learning; no shame, no blame
▪ Nurtures healthy striving and excellence; not perfection
▪ Hold accountable in a respectful way
▪ Takes thoughtful risks and make sincere efforts to hit goals; no cynicism or critics
▪ Empathy and self compassion are taught, expected and modeled
Brown, Brené, Dare to Lead Podcast, April 5, 2021

One Last Resource
Armored versus Daring Leadership Podcast from Brené Brown part 2
▪ Daring Leadership:
▪ Committing and modeling we are enough and we have enough. No scarcity, never enough.
▪ Practice gratitude, celebrate wins, recognize progress; refuels folks
▪ Acknowledge fear and uncertainty with the goal of de-escalating it
▪ Leaders model and respect boundaries and self-care
▪ Work and efforts are acknowledged; people have worth
▪ Fosters healthy competition that supports collaboration
▪ Cultivates a belonging culture; being yourself to experience true belonging
▪ Commitments to DEI are priority practices in strategy and decision-making
▪ Diverse opinions are cultivated, valued, appreciated and rewarded
▪ Care for and connection with others seen as irreducible requirements for leading
▪ Lead proactively and strategically – risk taking, innovation, thoughtful, problem identification
▪ Accepts and embraces change
Brown, Brené, Dare to Lead Podcast, April 12, 2021

Fight the Fire that Burns the Brightest

Three Key Take-Aways
How can growth departments rebound from such challenges, often with no
additional resources?
1. 5 specific entrepreneurial tips for growth departments to rebound from
challenges you can use upon return to the office
2. How to research and use OKRs to achieve focus and progress
3. How to use the Resilience Toolkit with seven steps to build a resilient
organization (or climb Mount Everest)
Bonus: Brené Brown has great free podcasts

Questions?
Please be sure to complete the session evaluation on the mobile app!

Lee Ann Lambdin
Lee Ann Lambdin, FACHE serves as Senior VP of Healthcare Strategy at Stratasan.
Lee Ann holds her M.S. in Healthcare Administration from Trinity University in San
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Her specialties are Community Health Needs Assessments, Strategic Planning,
Strategic Marketing, and Medical Staff Planning. She has over twenty-five years of
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